The kinetics of CH 2 OO reaction with ozone has been studied by monitoring CH 2 OO with time- would not compete with other CH 2 OO sinks in the atmosphere.
Introduction
In the atmosphere, ozonolysis of alkenes produces highly reactive Criegee intermediates (CIs). [1] [2] [3] [4] The produced CIs may have excess internal energy and undergo unimolecular processes, such as isomerization or decomposition to form OH radicals; some of the CIs may be collisionally stabilized and then may react with other atmospheric species. In laboratory studies of ozonolysis, direct detection of CIs is difficult due to low steady-state concentrations. Direct spectroscopic and kinetic studies of CIs only became feasible after the work by Welz et al., 5 which demonstrated the efficient preparation of the simplest CI, CH 2 OO, via the reaction of CH 2 I + O 2 → CH 2 OO + I. Many recent studies on prototypical CIs have found that CIs play an important role in atmospheric chemistry, including formation of OH radicals [6] [7] [8] [9] and oxidation of atmospheric species, like SO 2 , NO 2 , organic and inorganic acids, alkenes, and water vapor.
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The reactions of CIs may produce radicals or low-volatility organic species, which are key components in the formation of secondary organic aerosols.
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The reactions of O 3 with CIs are potentially important in both laboratory and atmospheric studies. For example, Novelli et al. 7 have considered that the main loss paths of CIs in their ozonolysis experiments are unimolecular decomposition and reaction with ozone at early reaction times, whereas reaction with organic peroxy radicals, alcohols, aldehydes and organic peroxides become more important at later reaction times. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no direct measurement on the rates of ozone reaction with CIs, while there have been a few theoretical works. [33] [34] [35] [36] For CH 2 OO, Kjaergaard et al. 33 calculated its reaction with O 3 by using CCSD(T)//B3LYP level of theory and predicted the formation of a cycloaddition intermediate through a significant barrier, yielding small rate coefficients ranging from 4.0×10 
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Recently, we have developed a high-resolution mid-infrared quantum cascade laser (QCL) spectrometer, and utilized it to study the spectrum of the ν 4 band of CH 2 OO. 37 In this work, we used the QCL spectrometer to study the kinetics of CH 2 OO reaction with O 3 . This method has the following advantages: (1) avoiding byproduct interferences and baseline drifting by probing narrow spectral lines, (2) high sensitivity due to narrow laser linewidth and long optical path length, (3) long CH 2 OO lifetimes (up to 14 ms) due to low required concentration of CH 2 OO, and (4) efficient data acquisition using fast chirped pulse train of QCL.
Experimental methods
Most of the experimental procedures have been described in our previous work. 37 Thus only a brief description is provided here. CH 2 OO was prepared in a flow cell following the well- 16 photon cm −2 ). The O 3 gas was synthesized by using a commercial ozone generator, collected by adsorption on silica gel at the dry-ice temperature, and further purified by condensation in a stainless steel cylinder at the liquid-nitrogen temperature, following the procedures described in our previous work. 38 The O 3 concentration was measured via its UV absorption by using an absorption cell with a path length of 5 cm, a Deuterium lamp (Hamamatsu, L10671D), and a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB2000+UV-VIS-ES), right before the O 3 gas entering the reactor cell. The flow rates of the used gases were controlled by mass flow controllers (Brooks, 5850E).
We used a distributed-feedback quantum cascade laser (Alpes Lasers, CW-DFB-QCL) as a coherent IR source to probe CH 2 OO. The laser was driven by an intermittent CW driver (Alpes Lasers), powered by a DC-power supply (HAMEG Instruments, HMP2020). Its frequency coverage is 1279-1290 cm −1 and the practical spectral linewidth is about 0.002 cm −1 with a peak power over 10 mW. The temperature of the laser was controlled by a TEC cooling element inside the laser housing and a temperature controller. The laser was operated in pulse-mode with a period of 18 μs or 120 μs and 40% duty cycle (7 μs or 48 μs pulse duration). In each laser pulse, the laser frequency was down-chirped (1286.1-1285.5 cm −1 in 48 μs). During the experiment, the IR chirped pulses were repeatedly scanned through the Q branch of the ν 4 fundamental band as shown in Figure 1 . The lifetime of CH 2 OO in our experiments was in the millisecond time scale, much longer than the IR pulse period. Thus, for a single photolysis event,
we could obtain a full time profile of CH 2 OO from probing its transitions with the IR pulse train. source. The probe light was projected into the flow cell by a convex lens, and then it was reflected once by the concave mirror to achieve two passes through the cell. After leaving the flow cell, the remained probe light was guided to a balanced photodiode detector (Thorlab, PDB450A). The rest of experimental configurations were the same as those described above.
Since the system was not optimized for the UV detection, the uncertainty in the absolute values of [CH 2 OO] would be a bit larger than those of our previous works. Table S1 (expt. 1) for details of the experimental conditions.
Results and discussion In our first attempt of data analysis, we described the measured time profile of CH 2 OO as:
Where k eff is the observed 1st-order rate coefficient of CH 2 OO decay, k O3 is the bimolecular rate coefficient for the reaction of CH 2 OO with O 3 and k 0 is the decay rate coefficient of CH 2 OO without O 3 , which may include the contributions from first-order loss k first (mostly wall loss), self-reaction (k self ), and reaction with other radicals (mostly iodine atoms, represented by k I ).
Solid lines in Figure 2 are the fits to the transient absorption time profiles with Equation (1) Because we synthesized and purified the O 3 gas by ourselves, one may worry about its purity.
The typical lifetime of our O 3 gas (stored in a stainless steel cylinder at the dry-ice temperature)
is more than 20 hours. To check the effect of the impurity, we deliberately warmed up the O 3 gas to room temperature and waited until all O 3 molecules had decomposed (~70 hours, verified with UV absorption). We called this gas "decomposed O 3 " which would contain a similar or higher level of impurity, compared to that of our fresh O 3 gas. The results are shown in Figure S3 . The "decomposed O 3 " gas does not change k eff at all, indicating the impurity in our O 3 gas has negligible effect.
As shown in Figure 3 , the difference between k incpt and k 0 is more significant at higher OO] 0 . Therefore, we may modify Equation (3) to Equation (4) for a better approximation of
And mass balance gives
If k IO is larger than k I , we would have larger k incpt when O 3 is present.
We have also determined k incpt and k 0 at various [CH 2 OO] 0 (see Table S1 ). Note that when O 3 is present, the maximum concentration of IO is also controlled by [
Therefore the difference between k incpt and k 0 would become:
As a result, the slope (~ 1.31×10 −10 cm 3 sec −1 ) in Figure S4 provides an estimate for 2(k IO − k I ).
Assuming k I = 9. 
